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Background: Innova Disc Golf, founded in 1983, is a

the

manufacturer and seller of disc golf equipment to

temporarily unavailable in a particular size or color

hundreds

Innova

while some sizes are not manufactured. An effective

provides a complete line of golf discs, accessories, and

means of storing those details was developed using

apparel for the sport of disc golf. Innova uses NetSuite

custom fields on the item records. By leveraging saved

for ERP and CRM functionality. Innova’s of sales reps

searches, flexible display criteria could be quickly

utilize NetSuite to enter orders for retail stores which

modified by users without changing the underlying

sell the Innova Disc Golf products.

code.

Issue: Innova wished to streamline their order entry

The resulting solution for Innova Disc was a Suitelet

process and provide customers with an efficient

application that was available to both sales reps from

manner to enter orders for themselves online. Many of

within the standard NetSuite UI or to customers via

the products that Innova sells, especially discs and

the customer center. Sales reps within NetSuite would

apparel, are offered in multiple attributes such as size

navigate to a customer record and click on an “Order

and color. Innova had been using a paper-based

Matrix” button added by Explore. Customers are

matrix-style

a

provided with a link from within the customer center.

wholesale ordering scenario. Buyers from the Innova

All users of the order matrix are allowed to browse

customers are accustomed to efficient ordering with

through multiple pages of product matrices, sorted by

this grid format. Innova recognized that it would be

category. Session state is maintained for the user

difficult to encourage these customers to use the

while browsing between order pages with both page

NetSuite Customer center for order entry and add

and overall totals constantly updated and presented to

dozens

if

of

retailers

order

not

in

sheet

hundreds

North

which

of

America.

is

typical

individual

line

for

ordering

forms.

Some

products

may

be

items

the user. A final commitment to place the order results

individually to a sale order. As a result, Innova sales

in the creation of a sales order record in NetSuite. The

reps took orders over the phone or received faxed

efficiency gained by this solution allows sales reps to

copies of the physical paper order matrix. This resulted

much more quickly and accurately enter orders when

in considerable manual effort and opportunities for

needed and customers are more inclined to enter their

error when entering into NetSuite.

orders themselves into NetSuite.

Solution: Innova approached Explore Consulting and
asked if it was feasible to provide a custom solution
that would meet the needs of both their customers and
sales reps for efficient order entry by creating an
online version of the order matrix form. Several
approaches to this problem were assessed by Explore
Consulting with the final recommendation being a
Suiteflex

solution

hosted

within

NetSuite

which

leverages custom Suitelet pages. Explore designed a
series of custom records which store the configuration
information required to properly display products on
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Order Matrix:
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About Explore Consulting

industry-leading CloudConnect™ service, we are your

Based in Bellevue, Washington, Explore Consulting
was founded in 2001 and is a professional services
company dedicated to providing innovative and costeffective solutions for their customers’ database and IT
systems needs. Having specialized in SaaS solutions
for more than 8 years, Explore Consulting is the
largest and most experienced NetSuite reseller and
solution provider in the Northwestern United States.
Not only is Explore a licensed reseller of the NetSuite
product

suite,

but

an

6

experienced

NetSuite

implementation and integration partner. Whether you
are looking for assistance with your NetSuite purchase
and implementation or needing to integrate your
NetSuite account to any external data source with our
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one stop NetSuite service provider. Explore Consulting
is well-known as a leader in NetSuite customization,
integration and extensibility. While NetSuite can run
most businesses using out-of-the-box functionality,
we’re experts on adapting the product to meet your
specific business requirements. Explore Consulting was
recently included on the Inc. 5000 list of fastest
growing privately owned companies in the U.S. for the
third year in a row as well as the Puget Sound
Business

Journal’s

100

Fastest

Growing

Private

Companies. Explore has also been a 5-time NetSuite
Star Performer and is well recognized as a leader in
integration and mobile solutions for NetSuite. For more
information, visit www.exploreconsulting.com.
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